
A GOLD Coast lawyer removed an elderly dementia patient from hospital against medical
advice and changed his will and power of attorney so he could get a slice of his $50 million
empire.

After a court stepped in to revoke the changes, Ivan John Poole took the 87-year-old man to another solicitor to
change his will again.

Poole did not tell the solicitor that a court had ruled the elderly man lacked capacity to make his own legal
decisions.

The elderly man changed his will so Poole would receive about 16 per cent of his estate.

One of Poole’s clients, a real estate agent who wanted management rights to a shopping centre connected to the
elderly man, would also receive a 16 per cent stake.

Ivan John Poole has now been stripped of his legal practising
certificate. Photo: Supplied

A court later stepped in and deemed those changes invalid.

The elderly man’s name has been suppressed by the courts in order to protect him.

Poole was this week stripped of his legal practising certificate for five years and publicly reprimanded after the
Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (QCAT) found him guilty of four counts of unprofessional
conduct.

“(Poole’s) conduct was both disgraceful and dishonourable by the appropriate standards of the profession,”
QCAT documents said.
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“It was a clear case of white-anting.”

IP Partnership Lawyers, previously Ivan Poole Lawyers, still listed Poole as the “retired founding partner” on its
website, despite his suspension.
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A Gold Coast lawyer has been labelled “disgraceful and dishonourable” after he
removed an elderly dementia patient from hospital - trying to snag part of a
multimillion-dollar empire.
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Gold Coast lawyer Ivan John Poole took elderly
dementia patient from hospital to chase $50m
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A partner in the firm yesterday said Poole retired in June, had moved to Tasmania and had nothing more to do
with the business.

Poole’s retirement was foreshadowed during QCAT proceedings but it was deemed “in the public interest” to
suspend him from practising for a “considerable period”.

The 87-year-old’s name has been suppressed.

QCTA found that Poole met the elderly man when he worked for a real estate agent which wanted the
management rights to a shopping centre owned by the elderly man, it was alleged.

Solicitor Sean McMahon had been appointed the man’s professional and personal power of attorney in 2007.

The elderly man became ill in March 2013 and was taken to hospital where he suffered a stroke, congestive heart
failure and was diagnosed with mild to moderate dementia.

The QCAT found that Poole removed the elderly man from hospital on April 17, 2013, without the knowledge of
staff, his medical practitioners or Mr McMahon.

The move was against medical advice and Poole did not take any of the man’s medication with him.
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“The act was done despite correspondence between Mr McMahon and (Poole) advising (Poole) of (the elderly
man’s) medical condition,” it was alleged in the QCAT documents.

Police were called when the elderly man was found missing from the hospital.

The next day Poole took the man to Small Meyer Hughes lawyers where the elderly man revoked Mr McMahon’s
power of attorney and appointed Poole as executor of his will.

On September 6, 2013, QCAT ordered that the elderly man did not have the medical capacity at the time to
revoke the power of attorney or change his will.

Despite the order, Poole took the elderly man to a solicitor in March 2014 to get his will changed.

The elderly man is a dementia patient. Photo: iStock

According to the QCAT he did not tell the solicitor the court had previously deemed the elderly man did not have
legal capacity.

The solicitor changed the will to give both Poole and the real estate agent who wanted management rights to the
shopping centre a 16 per cent stake in his estate, which was conservatively estimated to be worth $50 million.

It was also claimed Poole wrote letters to the elderly man saying Mr McMahon was misleading him and acting
without consent despite there being no evidence this was the case.

Poole sent a written apology to Mr McMahon in May 2018 saying his conduct was “inappropriate and
regrettable”.

The elderly man is still alive but is suffering from dementia.

Poole was unavailable for comment.
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